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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

It is really hard to believe but this month, August 2022, marks the 25th anniversary of my website,

Mercola.com. When I started this site I was the only employee. I found the studies and wrote the

articles and then posted them to the site and sent out the emails to notify subscribers.

I understood very clearly that I would have a limited capacity to ever reach more than 100,000

people in my professional career, but then I realized my tech passion and fondness of the internet

would allow me to share vital health information with exponentially more people than I could ever

reach through my private medical practice.

Instead of reaching 100,000 people, we have reached hundreds of millions of people in every

continent on the planet. Please be sure to watch the video above that I created to share this story in

more detail.

I stopped seeing patients about 10 years ago, but to this day, one of my greatest rewards is

connecting with people when I travel and lecture, and hearing the stories of how people’s lives have

changed based on what they’ve learned from this site.

We’ve also made tremendous progress with our four nonproHt partners, the Organic Consumers

Association (OCA), the National Vaccine Information Center (NVIC), the Fluoride Action Network

(FAN) and Consumers for Dental Choice.

For example, the end of mercury dental :llings is now near, as nations around the world have

banned mercury Hllings for children and pregnant women, and Envista, the last publicly traded

manufacturer of dental amalgam in the U.S., has stopped manufacturing amalgam containing

mercury.

FAN has also successfully put an end to water >uoridation in many areas around the world. Both of

these — mercury and Uuoride — are pernicious poisons with severe adverse effects on health, so

with each victory, countless lives are being protected and saved.

This progress has only been made possibly through your support, both through direct donations

during our annual fundraisers and through your purchase of the products we offer, as 10% of our

net revenues are donated to our nonproHt partners. This is why The Washington Post gave me front

page coverage in December 2018 and identiHed me as the primary funder of the “anti-vax

movement.” I was only able to do that because of your tremendous support of our products.

Information Is Power

Last year, I made the di\cult decision to remove more than 15,000 articles from my site, in order to

“survive to Hght another day.” World governments have partnered with drug companies, the World

Economic Forum (WEF), the World Health Organization and other technocratic institutions to

implement what they’re calling The Great Reset.

Mass surveillance, propaganda and pervasive censorship is being deployed to seize control over

every part of your life, including your health, Hnances and food supply. Big Tech is an indispensable

ally in this effort, as their ability to control the sharing of information is unparalleled. Media are

another key ally, and they have been instrumental in spreading propaganda to fuel false fears.

Rolling out the social engineering program in tandem with the COVID pandemic has been

disastrously effective. Never before have people been as grossly misled as they’ve been during the

past two and a half years, and the reason why is because these players have had what no other

dictator ever had — near-total control over information.

Circumventing the Outlawing of Free Speech

Since the beginning of the COVID pandemic, exchange of ideas has basically been outlawed, and by

sharing my views on the pandemic, COVID treatment and the experimental COVID jabs, I became a

target of the White House, the political establishment and the global cabal.

Sen. Elizabeth Warren pressured Amazon to ban my best-selling book, “The Truth About COVID-19”

(but did not succeed), CNN stalked and harassed me at my home, and legacy media and even the

POTUS himself used a fabricated report to smear me as a dangerous “disinformation agent.”

YouTube banned me without so much as a warning, deleting tens of thousands of hours of work.

Twitter often censors members from sharing links to my articles, and Google shadow-banned me,

changing their algorithms to push my articles down in its search results.

Smear attacks and censoring is one thing, but Hnancial institutions — which are also part of the

global cabal — have also targeted those who counter the o\cial narrative, and these kinds of

attacks are far more problematic and di\cult to protect against.

The same week that YouTube deplatformed me, PayPal banned my nonproHt partners, and banks

canceled both my personal and business accounts. The intention was clear. They wanted to

incapacitate my ability to share information, and they were willing to go to great lengths, including

illegal and immoral ones, to do so. Fortunately, we found an alternative solution.

Since so many of the attacks involved retraction and article removal demands, the solution we

came up with was to remove all the articles from my site, 48 hours after publication, and migrate

them over to Substack, a private member association (PMA), which protects us from these kinds of

censorship attempts.

This way, my articles are still free to read for 48 hours on my site, and those who want unlimited

access still have that option for a small fee. Joining Substack was simply the best option available

to keep this content alive. The $5 per month membership fee goes toward supporting our four

nonproHt partners.

Never SacriCce Your Freedom

We must never sacriHce our freedom for a false sense of security. Freedom of speech is paramount

and must be protected at all costs. Understand that, once a standard of care is dictated by

government, or the power to dictate health and treatment of disease is handed over to a global

authority like the WHO, you will lose all ability to control what happens to you.

“ The best person to take control of your health is
YOU. We’re now in an era where this most basic of
rights is threatened.”

The fact of the matter is, the best person to take control of your health is YOU. We’re now in an era

where this most basic of rights is threatened. The global cabal is hell-bent on controlling everything

about you, including your body and mind.

We’re basically in a Hght for the very survival of the human race, which transhumanist technocrats

intend to destroy and replace with a humanity of their own making — a “slave race” without self-

determination — and to combat this threat with any hope of success, we must Hght for our right to

free speech, and share information to wake those lulled into complacency by this social

engineering program.

If this sounds like hyperbole than I strongly encourage you to view the 90-minute video of vaccine

injuries that we ran last week.

Where to Find the Latest Mercola News

While accessing life-saving information has become exponentially more di\cult, it’s not

impossible. You just have to know where to look. To keep abreast of the latest health news and

research, you can:

Sign up for my newsletter on Mercola.com to receive articles straight into your inbox six days a

week

Subscribe to my Censored Library on Substack

Sign up to SMS to receive special offers, giveaways, early product access, breaking legislative

news, polls and other surprises via text

Subscribe to my podcast, available on Apple Podcasts, iHeartRadio, Podbean, SoundCloud,

Libsyn, Substack, Stitcher, The Podcast Addict, CastBox and Google Podcast

Follow me on social media: Telegram, Gab, Gettr, Mewe, Snapchat, Facebook, Instagram and

Twitter

Subscribe to my video channels: Bitchute, Rumble and Tiktok

Helping You Take Control of Your Health for 25 Years

Beginning August 8, I am happy to announce that Mercola.com will be celebrating its 25th year of

providing you with the latest news and discoveries in the Held of natural health. What started as a

platform where I can share my views and recommendations has grown into the No. 1-ranked

Natural Health website in almost two decades — a feat not possible without your support.

During this historic week, I’ll be sharing some unique and insightful articles that will showcase

different aspects of my life. I’ll also be releasing a documentary that chronicles my day in the

Mercola o\ce, plus a special video on how to take back control of your health freedom. There are

some fun surprises along the way so this is one week you won’t want to miss. Click below to learn

more!

Once again, I want to thank you, dear readers, for your support through these 25 years in this

continuing journey to take control of your health.

Learn More
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TheOrage
Joined On 5/9/2009 9:12:50 AM
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Thank you Dr Mercola for your courage and good will towards humanity. While both are important, it is obvious to all that your desire to

help is greater than that for money. You have paid quite a price to bring knowledge and healing to the world but I know that people with

principles wouldn't have it any other way - it is really appreciated. You have shown the way to the many of us that have now also had to

pay a price for our principles. Freedom comes at a cost.  May God bless you and keep you safe.
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Outrage! Did you see this from an Aussie writer? The Unvaccinated Will Be Vindicated: They Are the Heroes of the Last Two

Years - www.bitchute.com/.../GReZz8NFG7py
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ProximaC
Joined On 8/8/2021 7:01:09 PM
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RR, thank you for the link. Here is the blog: thevincentian.com/the-unvaccinated-will-be-vindicated-p24367-110.htm  .
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Hi Rose. Auspicious timing, thanks. Having been preoccupied and short on time this summer I decided to look in yesterday

evening on recent developments in Australia. Despite another round of bull$hit here in Michigan at the primaries last week it

seems at least in some ways the tide is turning. Although, if vigilance ever sleeps, it's with one eye open.

brandnewtube.com/watch/max-igan-a-shift-is-happening_cyb7ChdeJEsHHXb.h..  Dr. Tom Cowan's latest guest has lifted a bit

of the mystery on what I've considered up till now to be voodoo science.

rumble.com/v1eqo43-conversations-with-dr.-cowan-and-friends-ep-52-dan-..  More sunshine acquired by long hours spent in a

garden setting these past few months has invigorated me to at least seasonal weening off all supplements since days

immemorable. The next step for both me soon and next year's garden setting may be to consider one of Stachofsky's "talisman"

to ward off the catabolic effects of omnipresent electro smog. Have a look. It might suit you too.
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Ditto TheOrage! We paid a few prices also, but as the man in Canada who is now awaiting trial for trying to stop the hospital

pumping his daughter full of male sex hormones said, "When my daughter asks me at 25, 'Where were you, Dad?' I can tell her

with a clear conscience that I fought with all I had."
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Congratulations to Dr. Mercola for having founded with solid foundations and great courage a great health website helping humanity

to Hght for democratic values, the defense of freedom of expression and demonstrating for 25 years his great spirit of inquiry,

enthusiasm, action responsibility, creativity and ability to collaborate with enthusiastic organizations to achieve great achievements.

Thank you for the honesty and honor to defend freedom, values, ethics and morals that you have shown against a threatened humanity

and to appreciate your sacriHce for this Hght that has endured two very important events 1) report on preventive measures and

protocols to Hght against COVID.19, saving many lives and 2) denouncing the serious events that are taking place and promoting what

culminates in the Great Reset.  The certainty that he has the recognition and gratitude of the people who value his brilliant scientiHc

aptitude. God bless his actions and I grant him a lot of strength and health to continue helping humanity.
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“We must never sacriHce our freedom for a false sense of security”. That is the nub of this war from start to Hnish. Dr Mercola has

given us the knowledge to resist tyranny and as many have realised, knowledge is power and ignorance is slavery. Other gifts

bestowed by his courageous example is to do our own research, treat all o\cial-speak with scepticism and take nothing at face value.

Via the assassination of presidents, burning of towers, artiHcial wars, hoax pandemics and lethal injections, people power has been

weakened through the pretence of protection from some imaginary enemy, the only “solution” being state sponsored “security” and

dependence on the few for our existence.

The only words we require are “No”, “No” and “No”. But let’s stop to consider the good that has come out of this war against humanity

and what we must learn. We found ourselves vulnerable to attack as a result of the poor state of health of the majority, dependence on

big Pharma quick Hxes, a diet that is at odds with our genes and a lifestyle dominated by screens and lack of movement. Admittedly

the pollution of our planetary home has not been all our fault but we have allowed it to proceed with little protest.

No-one but ourselves has shoved a big Mac down our throats. You do not train an army to be Hghting Ht by feeding it junk food and

sitting all day. Before the plandemic, we did not even know who our enemies were but now that we do, we have a duty on behalf of our

children to resist and be grateful for the power the good doctor has given us. Some complain of his articles being about politics not

health but if we have learned only one thing, it is that the two are inextricable - either we Hx one to Hx the other, or we create an

alternative society and encourage the doubters to join us.
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Celebrating Health for 25 Years
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

August 2022 marks the 25th anniversary of Mercola.com. For all these years, I’ve dedicated myself to providing free information to help you take

control of and improve your health

'

Our four nonproHt partners, the Organic Consumers Association (OCA), the National Vaccine Information Center (NVIC), the Fluoride Action Network

(FAN) and Consumers for Dental Choice, have been able to make progress that would have been impossible without your support

'

For example, the end of mercury dental Hllings is now near, as nations around the world have banned mercury Hllings for children and pregnant

women, and Envista, the last publicly traded manufacturer of dental amalgam in the U.S., has stopped manufacturing amalgam containing mercury

'

FAN has also successfully put an end to water Uuoridation in many areas around the world. Mercury and Uuoride are both pernicious poisons with

severe adverse effects on health, so with each victory, countless lives are saved

'

Mercola articles are still free to read for 48 hours on my website, and those who want unlimited access still have that option by subscribing to my

Censored Library on Substack. The $5 per month membership fee goes toward supporting our four nonproHt partners

'
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM
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Thank you so much, Dr. Mercola, for all that I've learned from you over the years. You are so precious to so many of us and it was awful

when those morons decided to single you out. The tide will turn and you will always have a vast number of loyal patrons because you

make such a huge difference in our lives with your advice and care.
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Dear Dr. Mercola, We are so sorry for all the unnecessary and unjust persecution you have had to endure, but your courage and

determination to help so many across the planet, really, have remained a torch of light and hope in the middle of a black cave of

stupidity and authoritarianism. Our gratitude to you is immense, for we have learned so much about how these bodies work, heal,

break down, and can be restored as well as insights into the ruling ideas aiming to brainwash us. Better than any class I ever took in

college, or even across two degrees!!! Thank you for your everlasting search for truth, the only thing that can ever make or keep us

free.  We love and respect you so much.
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ProximaC
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Dr. Mercola, thank you for all you do. I am one who is silently grateful. I cannot begin to express how much a beneHt you have been to

me, how much hope you give to humanity. You are the reason I have even some faith left in humanity - that there surely are honest,

honorable people aplenty to counter the evil. Please continue to serve as a beacon in the enveloping darkness so that lost humanity

can re-Hnd their path to personal liberation. And Godspeed.
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shellyalaine
Joined On 7/17/2010 12:08:52 PM
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Dear Dr. Mercola, I have followed you for decades and have told countless friends, associates and clients about you and your work,

most of whom have become followers, too. I appreciate your dedication to continuing to learn, and being open to change when you

discover new information that may conUict with old beliefs. Your courage and determination are second to none -- a true inspiration in

all ways! Thank you for everything you do and please continue! I'm sure you know that so many people count on your knowledge and

expertise in their daily lives. I surely do! Shelly Laine CertiHed Clinical Thermographer, Health Coach (and IT professional of 36 years

:))
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jenniferwallace13
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:35:37 PM
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Congratulations on 25 successful excellent years of health education, Dr. Mercola! Your trailblazing knowledge has helped us in body,

mind, and preparation for the future. I stumbled upon your website very early on. You gave me incentive to get off antidepressants

when they were new. From you articles I learned that my leaky gut was caused by years on an antibiotic for acne as a teen; I cleaned

up my diet and stopped shoveling in Uour, sugar, and all the terrible “good stuff.” Ha. That alone cured so many ills. I’m mercury

damaged from improper amalgam removal. Thank you for your hard work in that Held and for the detox knowledge you’ve provided.

I would be very unhealthy with less quality of life were these health problems not cleaned up. Because of your articles, at 67 my only

health struggle (hypo thyroid from mercury) was caused by a dentist, not me. There’s much peace in knowing how to stay as young

and active as possible. Thank you. I read your articles every morning. After seeing your resource list, I’m checking out your podcasts,

and I decided today to prescribe to the censored articles. Please keep Hghting! The world needs you.
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Gardenbear
Joined On 5/17/2012 7:19:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Congratulations on your silver anniversary!! I wish you a wonderful year ahead and that you experience a life full of good health and

joy. The world owes you a debt of the deepest gratitude for your efforts on the behalf of humankind. I have learned so much from

reading the many articles on your site. More than education, I Hnd that I receive an even greater treasure, that of hope. In reading the

information you post, I Hnd others that have made efforts to improve life on earth. In reading their works I learn about sustainable

methods being implemented in many areas, especially in medicine and farming. This gives me a view of the future where we can live

in a world free of corruption, free of toxins, a world that is truly free. With deepest appreciation and respect, I salute you!
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Luckymumma
Joined On 12/1/2020 7:47:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bless you Dr M - I echo all the wonderful comments on here from fellow Mercolians. I am in the U.K. and have followed you for about

15 years. You have educated me and turned both my health and my husband’s around. Hubby was on lots of meds which I stopped him

taking 7 years ago ! I was (mis)diagnosed with leukaemia and then melanoma which was then changed to MGUS. Because of your

wealth of advice I have soldiered on and instead of it getting worse my bloods are much better. No doc/nurse ever asks what I have

done to turn around a dodgy diagnosis .

Needless to say we have not had the experimental injected drug and are watching folks around us repeatedly getting sick with

something. I guess their immune systems have crashed so they are catching anything and everything. We had WuUu last July and a

few weeks ago I hugged my (nurse) neighbour - she was wrecked and tearful so what else do you do !! Anyway I lived to tell the tale! .

Thank you from the bottom of my heart - you are much loved and respected
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RichJedi
Joined On 8/17/2006 1:23:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I saw some commercial on TV yesterday that you're now the subject of a Major hit piece documentary on Big streaming platform

because of your anti vax stance. I'm not sure if it was NetUix or Paramount but I'm sorry to say that they're still coming after you with

lies and smear Campaigns just as they are against Alex Jones to.  THANKS for all you've done and continue to do Doc
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm always glad to hear that I'm not the only one on the Mercola Forum that watches TV and relies on it's world, national, and

statewide news broadcasts, as well as local news reports on weather and storm alerts, forest Hre Uood disasters, latest scams,

missing child alerts, etc., as well as various documentaries and nostalgic comedy, (I avoid prime time nonsense). As bad as the

MSM news items' credibility may be, at least one is provided with a sense of awareness of an important situation, so as they

can further explore that matter online (or where ever else) for the real truth. Contrary to some of you forum member anti-TVers,

it could/should be said that a TV, in some ways, can be as dangerous as a motor vehicle, power tools, Hrearms, etc, and should

therefore needs to be handled responsibly.

So don't just recklessly toss your TV in the garbage, thereby "throwing the baby out with the bathwater", and rather rely on the

FREE, OTA (antenna), (or even paid subscription if necessary), HDTV broadcast medium for a quick sense of awareness that

points you in the right direction, so to be able verify recent news items with honesty, accuracy, and credibility of other sources.
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karacolman
Joined On 9/15/2020 1:37:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As soon as you put [alex jones] in the same paragraph as Dr. Mercola, as doing well for humanity, Ican`t ,but to say ,you`re not all

there,Truth/dr. M vs: lie/a. jones.....`nuff said...
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sandra444
Joined On 3/20/2021 5:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for all the wisdom and knowledge you have shared with us over the years. Words cannot express how thankful I am that I

was fortunate enough to have found your website. May God bless and protect you.
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Sue12Cross
Joined On 10/31/2009 3:22:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well done! You are up against the power of Big Pharma and Big Farmer in everything you do and they will throw everything at you

because of that. However all this proves is that they have something to fear and that your body of work is a threat to their livelihood, I

won't say philosophy because the story is that the so-called elite both eat 100% organic produce and use homeopathy, which is the

true irony in all this. They no doubt use your resources too!
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nursehypnotist
Joined On 5/14/2014 11:10:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

big pharma I undeestand.....please explain what is meant by big Farma.
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Sue12Cross
Joined On 10/31/2009 3:22:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Nursehypnotist, Big Farmer means AgroChem, the Agrochemical Industry that controls and promotes intensive farming,

GMOs and now the further destruction of the small and in particular organic farmer. They are also pushing for fake meat, fake

eggs and intensive insect production. They are furthermore behind 'rewilding', which is greenwash in the form of a massive

land-grab to consolidate farmland into a few hands and then turn it into non-agricultural land and for which to add insult to

injury the 'farmer' aka billionaire gets a government aka tax-payer subsidy.
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dianna1189
Joined On 3/29/2021 5:34:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Big heartfelt thank you Dr. Mercola and thank you to your staff. You are a warrior for freedom and health. Also, thank you for the

community you have created of not only like minded people, but also newbies just getting on the path of awakening to the truth of

what is happening around the world. May God Bless you all in everything that you do. I am grateful, so very grateful. Thank you!
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nursehypnotist
Joined On 5/14/2014 11:10:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ironic that the leftist uses the word Woke yet what is needed is the Awakening you refered to....
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kbamCeld
Joined On 11/7/2009 1:12:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is a great lesson for all of us and as we have seen over the passed few years if you dont do what they say, the will vilify you, take

your license away, stop your bank accounts, stop your life . Truly scary stuff and for what its worth I dont live in the USA and fear that if

the mid terms dont go ahead (remember they have come this far and will not be backing down without a catastrophic event) - this is

passive aggressive stuff at its best as they will keep pushing until there is violence. Good luck all - the worst place for your money is in

a centralised place, bank, society, bonds, shares = you need to educate yourselves on decentralised dollars or coins - this is why the

FED and the SEC are now cracking down on decentralised crypto Bitcoin Etherium, while they introduce their central crypto CBDC- they

dont want to lose control in any way shape or form
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kar5353
Joined On 5/7/2015 3:41:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I sincerely appreciate the information you provide.
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It just becomes more laughable by the day how the people who constantly pretend to be concerned about the state of "our democracy"

do the most undemocratic things imaginable. Such as silencing ideas they don't like. Such as outsourcing censorship to third-party

businesses which do not have the same restrictions as govt. Such as letting banks summarily shut down a person's account for no

logical reason. Hard to imagine why this bunch has such an issue with ordinary citizens owning guns, or learning how to grow food, or

doing a thousand other things to lessen their individual dependence on and need for govt.
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aminahyaquin
Joined On 10/24/2020 7:47:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What a milestone!  What courage and strength to share knowledge and health empowerment against a vast tide of corporate,

mechanistic, invasive and dangerous "medical" treatments, often mandated by cretins. Thank you for keeping natural, holistic,

medicine alive. May a patient "Bill of Rights" that truly respects the individual's right to partner in treatment be one of your next

amazing accomplishments.God Bless and keep you always in His love and wisdom, Dr. Joseph Mercola.
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Congratulations, Dr. Mercola, on this milestone anniversary. When I Hnally found a good and conscientious local primary care doctor in

2007, the Hrst and only prescription he ever wrote for me was to subscribe to your newsletter. That doctor, despite his high level of

integrity (or more likely because of it), chose to leave the profession last year rather than be forced to administer the vax, so I no

longer have a primary care doctor, but I do have these daily newsletters as well as the wealth of knowledge I've stockpiled from them

over the years. My sincere thanks to you for all that you've shared with us over the years. Brightest blessings to you for the next

quarter century!
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Its_All_Light
Joined On 3/29/2012 2:12:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are one of my mentors Dr. Mercola and I spread your message far and wide. Thank you and bless you for everything you do. The

light will win in the end.
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mic5081
Joined On 3/19/2014 10:00:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I cannot thank you enough Dr Mercola for being the only true light in this sea of covid craziness. I have relied on your articles and

videos as my lifeline for facts and information that I could not get anywhere else. I knew from the beginning of the so called ramped

up pandemic’ that something was amiss,but everyone’s I sought for information deemed me irrational and conspiracy driven. I have

learned so much about my health,supplements and food as medicine that I took for granted and have thoroughly changed my past

habits. Thank you for staying strong and not letting the powers that be get in your way to provide us with facts and info so we can

make our own decisions. It took personal sacriHce on your part as you were literally persecuted just for telling the truth and I will

always be grateful and stand with you for being a true hero as others caved. My eyes have been fully opened and will never shut as I

search and seek out the truth.Congats on your 25th milestone!
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MASONMANNIX
Joined On 11/29/2012 9:14:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message
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Thank You Dr. Mercola; From a Proud Premier Member!
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Patricia1936
Joined On 8/4/2011 10:59:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I recall being a part of your community since 2002. I am now an 86 year old retired psychologist who worked with clients by focusing

on mind and body and your newsletters have been invaluable. I referred clients to your site and, personally, it was my primary guide in

leaving Allopathic Medicine and being my own physician. My most recent example was ending incontinence via diet.. Your courageous

leadership has been a beacon for many of us and your light has been shared many many times. Thank you for all you have done.
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janinebarclay
Joined On 11/30/2007 1:56:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The thing I Hnd most shocking about the whole covid thing is that people in general don't think that their immune system makes a

difference. I am always trying to tell people to optimize their own immune system by taking vitamin D and medicinal mushroom

powders and they think it is all nonsense. I am a nurse and I was forced to be double vaccinated to work but there was no requirement

after that. Everyone I work with gets every vaccine they can possibly get and is so relieved when they are vaccinated. I work with a

small group of 8 nurses and so far 5 have tested positive for covid and 4 of those in the last month.

There are only 3 who haven't and I am one of them. I am not overly careful, I don't wear masks in stores etc. and I shop every week and

have through the entire pandemic. If/when I do get covid my own immune system will handle it. I just wish I wasn't forced to get the

Hrst 2. The 5 who tested positive are SO grateful for the immunizations because they believe that they lessened the severity of the

illness for them. I give up.
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cat7070
Joined On 11/11/2013 7:00:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I listened to an interview on the Childrens Health Defence channel featuring Dr. Kevin Stillwagon. He brilliantly explained HOW

the immune system works. Very empowering to really grasp this almost magical bodily process but also took the reality of the

Covid scam and injection poisoning to an EVEN Greater level of pure EVIL.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It was Dr. Mercola that convinced me to get all my amalgam Hllings removed around 2005. That was when he became my

daily/morning read instead of “watching the news”. I was already 50+% there, but I couldn’t Hnd anything substantial proving this

toxic/heavy metal was really bad for you. The other deciding factor was my dentist was already using composites. He highly

recommended them over amalgams because they seal better. He’s a dental surgeon and researcher. So, since 1998, I was already

getting any amalgam feeling that failed replaced with composites. Fast forward to 2005 and I started reading some of Dr. Mercola’s

articles on amalgams and Uuoride. The questions I had had all my life concerning dental care and these toxic Hllings were Hnally

answered.

I made the switch to Uuoride-FREE toothpaste and had all my amalgams replaced with composites by Aug 2006. I actually became a

member that year, but I had an issue with my account in 2008 and had to reregister not knowing I would lose my original screen name.

Getting Uuoride and amalgams out of my body made a HUGE difference in the ”brain fog”. That’s where we are today. Millions of

people like me have come here late in life knowing we have been misled but didn’t know what to do about it. Dr. Mercola changed our

lives by leading us all in the right direction.
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SarahB
Joined On 10/31/2006 10:42:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been following you for years. You are my health guru. Thank you for all you do for humanity. Congratulations! As for Elizabeth

Warren: a teacher; banning books. Disgusting!
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your Good Works speak for themselves Doc, the bad - (works,) behavior of so many power players pulling out the stops to stop your &

every & anyone's Good Works speaks volumes more than any slick PR campaign, or institutional lock downs. The Para$tic Predator$

bad behavior will be their undoing; they have been on the wrong path long enough the new lies can't cover up the old lies. Took a while

to get here, the Newsletter didn't show up this morning not the Hrst time. Bumping around to see how to get the drop, after giving up,

when coming back to the mailbox, it was Hnally there???
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Dr.Ginge
Joined On 7/2/2021 7:30:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is true that you have been a true medical leader , presenting food thought beyond the medical one think. You have been maligned

and I’m positive threaten by the medical establishment who w actively participated and abandoned America pushing the medical

tyranny of Covid19 edicts of Fauci. Not based on science but for the sake of control. Thank you for standing for what’s right. Very few

have done so.
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NoFear11
Joined On 1/12/2021 5:27:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THANK YOU! Is such a poor word and a far cry from covering what Dr Mercola has contributed to the world; A trailblazer, an

entrepreneur, a world class role model, the ultimate American dream representative and hundred other superlatives and expletives

couldn’t cover what this man has done for the world. And in the last two+ years he’s also proven to be a courageous war hero (the

medals will come), leading the battle against tyrants and authoritarianism at our door. What a hero. My hero. Thank YOU Dr Mercola.

May all our Divine Universal Gods eternally bless you and keep you from harm.
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Joe_Below
Joined On 3/17/2020 11:04:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Congratulations!
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lordbasil
Joined On 3/11/2007 1:57:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Money talks politically speaking. IF and WHEN the media exposes the Hnancial undercurrents it will likely be a cold day in hell! IF we as

a people see just exactly who Hnancially supports both political parties perhaps there will be a great awakening. So far that awakening

has not happened. The average person does not know. So the Hnancial concerns are in control of what has happened. People believe

the so called "experts" in our government even when they are proven wrong. We have a massive bureaucratic government behind the

scenes. Eventually this all comes out. But in the meantime, loads of people believe anything that they are told. The people in the

knowledge of what has happened have a Hne proHt margin and they will not give it up anywhere soon.

And that is reality. I suggest the end result will be a survival of approximately 100,000 people world wide. Not 8 billion people. In

America, our entire medical system is corrupt. I once asked in South Korea of a South Korean Bishop of the Catholic faith. What is the

nature of ethics and moral standards here? I was told the country was extremely poor. That said, he made a statement. "Whatever is

convenient is also considered moral in this country." Our leaders also fall under the same standard. Whatever is convenient? It is a sad

day when that has become a standard also here.
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smiller352
Joined On 4/2/2012 11:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Congratulations Dr Mercola in reaching this milestone and thank you for your selUess dedication to empowering people to look after

their own health. I would not be alive today if it were not for you and the Mercola community at-large sharing sometimes hidden

research, expert analysis and encouraging us all to critically think about and take control of our health. I am a daily reader of the

articles and comments. Forever grateful!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Congrats on the 25!!! Never ever stop Hghting the good Hght...
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cat86887
Joined On 11/9/2017 5:28:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Congratulations on reaching this milestone.  You and your team, colleagues, and subscriber community are a force of good in the

world, not to mention a ray of light for me every day.  Thank you!!!
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RFlocal
Joined On 9/29/2009 7:25:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good stuff
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Congratulations Dr. Mercola for helping millions of us to take control of our health. Twenty-Hve years of study growth of members is a

testament to you.
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bschec7
Joined On 2/13/2007 8:24:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your advice to visit a biological dentist and remove ancient amalgams (back in 2006), was the most viscerally important to my health

in my lifetime. In terms of the tyrannical Tribe running the planet in accord with their 4000+ years of being the most expelled people in

human history, it is not un-expected. Giving them control of our money supply in 1913, allowed them to buy all media options, plus

most politicians. Removing this plague, will be tough. But, we accept the challenge.
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Kanadian45
Joined On 3/17/2021 8:48:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Congratulations Doc on your successful internet career. You saved my life! I was so close to getting the shots until I found your site.

God bless you
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TRitchie
Joined On 3/24/2012 11:24:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Congratulations on giving us health information for 25 years! Hopefully, we will take back the truth and these slimy parasitic class

wankers will go back under the rock from whence they came. Or better yet, they should be sent to the Bikini Islands. They think that

they're so smart then they should solve the problem of radioactivity by surveying the issue at ground zero with no way off of the

islands.
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bllowe
Joined On 10/31/2006 10:27:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am amazed and inspired by your courage, Dr. Mercola. Just yesterday I tried to post one of your articles on FB. Sadly, it was removed.
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JeanE.S.
Joined On 8/6/2017 3:43:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

On August 5th I sent your amazing wonderful article of that day to two friends. The title: “Why Are COVID Patients Treated With an HIV

Pill?”. Both emails that I sent were blocked by Google, “they” said I had to send by a different server. I did. They blocked those also.

The same message came back to me that they were again blocked by Google. I was amazed. A short time later I decided to check your

column/ad. Each and every heading was still there but the content was missing/wiped clean. No articles. No content. I was shocked.

I still am. Hours later I checked, and the content of the articles was restored on the site. I was shocked at the blatant and heavy

handed censorship. The message from “Google” said: "Cannot send message using the server Google. Connections to the server

“smtp.gmail,com” on the default ports timed out". I’m a healthy 88 year old grandmother. Up until an accident early this year I hadn’t

seen a doctor in 23 years. I’m in great health; in part from the wonderful health advice in your ad/column. Thank you so much!
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eileenbee
Joined On 9/25/2010 12:50:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you from the bottom of my heart Dr. Mercola! You are a true treasure and a true health warrior! Your tireless compassion for

humanity is so admired and appreciated- thank you truly!
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PolitiJim
Joined On 7/24/2016 12:38:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Happy to support Mercola. WILL NOT support funds going to OCA and others who push unscientiHc, cabal-driven lie of global

warming. CO2 is NOT a poison but a foundation of life. Shocking how many who correctly discern disinformation on false science on

COVID and medical areas not only refuse to exact the same scrutiny of climate science - but actually push it and advance the global

cabal narrative.
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ronthib
Joined On 11/22/2020 11:17:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keep up the good Hght - we love you! ps: he's not the president.
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cat7070
Joined On 11/11/2013 7:00:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola for taking on the Evil!  WINNING
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Joined On 11/29/2014 4:24:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Congratulations, Dr. Mercola, for all you have done in educating humanity on ways to improve their health and overcome most man

made sickness and disease for a quarter of a century. May you have evergreen health and continue on with your very important

website for the next 25 years and beyond! I don't comment much, but I have learned a great deal from others who share information on

the articles and pass on the info to family and friends, many who subscribe to mercola.com. The sincere gratitude and admiration of

all you kindred souls commenting on this article about the Doc's 25th Anniversary, I certainly agree with.

I second them all!!!! As my Hrst journalistic hero, George Seldes said: "Never Tire of Protesting" which is the title of one of his books,

and Dr. Mercola, against the odds, has fought gallantly these past several years for exposing the dark forces meant to enslave

humanity and destroy the environment for their own nefarious aims. Again, THANK YOU Doctor Mercola, and your Staff, and thank you

fellow Mercolians for sharing information and supporting the good doctor!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/8/2022 10:14:41 AM
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Doc, thankyou for your unimpeachable integrity and continuing to be a catalyst in my ongoing quest for better health since I got on

board a decade ago. Being that it's also a nexus for scores of well-informed reader/contributors Mercola.com is a platform unlike any

other. The Vulcan said it best: "Live long and prosper".
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yayanna
Joined On 1/18/2011 2:22:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would probably be like so many others I know or knew had i not followed much of the pointers regarding health and wellbeing: dead

or diseased or out of my mind with stupidity. I am a proud 73 years. Didnt take any jabs (thank you very much), no medications (thank

you again) and my physical wellbeing is great. Congrats and continue to do what you do so well, preventative and healing pointers.
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linda47
Joined On 6/16/2011 10:57:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To quote from a song, "Through the lies you were the truth, my world is a better place because of YOU". Thank you Dr. Mercola for all

that you do and have done. Best wishes for continued strength to withstand the evil forces that want to extinguish the light that you

provide. God Bless, always!!!
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gandergal
Joined On 1/31/2018 10:11:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Happy Anniversary to Mercola.com! What would we do without you? Thank you for keeping us aware and up-to-date on health issues

and so much more. Praying for God's blessing upon you in the years to come.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank-you, Dr. Mercola, for all of your caring & wisdom where our health is concerned. You have helped so many to see the light. The

last 2+ years have been especially challenging, in so many ways. In addition to the Hndings of pathologist Dr. Ryan Cole, whom you

have featured on your platform, here is a fairly recent Swedish pathologist with similar

Hndings...newspunch.com/top-doctor-unusual-cancers-are-spreading-rapidly-among-j..
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cybersoul
Joined On 5/8/2021 7:32:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are our hero & angel, Dr. Mercola. Bless you.
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hgarner2000
Joined On 4/29/2011 11:33:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, Doctor M for all the great advice, and congratulations!
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pattope
Joined On 7/1/2020 10:15:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you so much, Dr. Mercola for the YEARS of information that you have shared with the world. I have been privileged to read/listen

to the past number of years and have shared it with others. We THANK you for your persistence even under persecution. You are a true

hero in this time of medical/Hnancial/personal takeover. We ALL need to resist by not complying, by becoming more involved in local

government and issues, by using CASH whenever possible, with continuing with social contact, with praying to God for strength and

wisdom.
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lawyerlisa
Joined On 1/23/2012 2:26:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm glad our world includes you. Think, they have not won. And shall not. They know not the warriors they wake, the leaders their

corruption inspires, the poets, the writers, the singers, the laborers, the doctors, the lawyers. Lightbulbs everywhere are dwarHng the

sun's rays with the illumination. We are in the true age of enlightenment, and they only cling to sick plans. Think an empire cruciHed a

jew. Washed their hands, and gloated at the deed. Surely the result was not in their machinations. Who do they now attack who are

prophets of their time? AI will not rescue them from the beauty within the chaos they may not predict or prevent. We will unfold in a

plan that they simply have no weapons for!
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jf11optonline.net
Joined On 4/6/2021 9:36:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola for all you do and continuing the Hght. Your articles are so extremely valuable! I refer people to sign up for the

newsletter on a regular basis and to shop the quality products offered in your market!
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capri6
Joined On 7/20/2011 6:14:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Congratulations Dr. Mercola and thank you for sharing your knowledge all these years!!! Knowledge is power and this rings true now,

after a crazy 2 1/2 years, more than ever. I found your site many years ago when I was unwell and have continued to read your daily

newsletter since then. You are my mentor and have taught me so much, and I really appreciate the fact that you practice what you

preach. You have not only taught us to take control of our health by thinking outside the box but also about perseverance when the

going gets tough. Thank you for your courage, commitment to sharing the truth, and being a freedom Hghter. Thank you also to your

staff for all their hard work. You've also built a great community of readers here. Thanks to them as well as I've learned just as much

from them as I have from you. God bless you, Dr. Mercola! Wishing you many more years of success!!!
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rosedeb
Joined On 8/11/2010 8:56:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola! 20 years later and I'm still following you!
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Tis6092
Joined On 7/24/2017 10:14:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr . Mercola , Happy 25th Anniversary! I’m a RN , have been following you for many years, purchasing your products & sharing your

info/research with friends, family & coworkers bc you are one of few who present the facts. There are no words to express my

gratitude, God bless you for all that you do!
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Doc, Thank you for being a beacon and a rallying point in this challenging time. I have a sense that we can do more and be more

than we ever thought. You're a beautiful model for this. I'm happy to be a member of your Substack community and am looking

forward to more.
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola. I refer you to numerous people all the time including my doctor. I consider you my doctor.
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sea1597
Joined On 10/3/2013 8:19:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola for all that you do. A shining light in so many important ways. I have followed you for years and am so inspired

by your strength and integrity. You've got an army of light warriors supporting you.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great thanks Dr. Mercola for being a voice of truth and scientiHc integrity...the latest health Hndings and an open forum that protects

scientiHc debate from becoming calciHed "The Science."  I appreciate the daily reminders to avoid toxic substances, improve habits

and supply the body with essential nutrients. I don't always agree with expert opinions and ultra complicated pharma-like approaches

so I give my 2c worth of criticism based on my electrical point of view....All cool, how science evolves and truth emerges...along with

the very valuable comments following the articles....You know you have made it when attacked by the monopoly maHa, so

congratulations on being a king slayer and force for a better reality.
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THEY SHUT DOWN OUR BANK ACCOUNTS AS WELL AND WE ARE A SMALL FAMILY WHO JUST SHARES GOOD INFORMATION ON

HEALTH. WE ALSO NOW GET FOLLOWED BY THE MILITARY EVEN-THOUGH WE ARE CIVILIANS AND HAVEN'T COMMITTED A CRIME.

CRAZY TIMES.
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nursehypnotist
Joined On 5/14/2014 11:10:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Mat1933; Do you live in Canada, Austraia, China,or the United STATES of American?
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dimetrodon
Joined On 12/13/2021 7:57:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, Dr. Mercola, for your great work!
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mediumangelhotmail.com
Joined On 8/8/2022 7:04:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you so very much for your commitment Dr Mercola and team, in the face of all the adversity you have faced particularly over

recent years. You are an amazing source of strength to me and so many others and long may you continue. All power to you and very

many congratulations!! Here's to the next 25 years!!!
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lws7958
Joined On 8/17/2020 7:52:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola! Thank you for your deep devotion to health and optimal wellness and for being a warrior and change agent

against technocracy , Big Pharma and the ridiculous censorship that we are faced with today. It is said that it takes a village you have

created worldwide communities exceeding villages to countries! I'm forever grateful to you for your vast knowledge and dedication to

keeping all of us truth seekers aware and armed with knowledge in making the best decisions when we need them most.
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oreo952
Joined On 3/29/2020 10:56:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr M-thank you for your bravery, integrity and honesty. Your articles have been an invaluable source of information.
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hil2554
Joined On 4/14/2016 5:43:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Congratulations Dr Mercola! What a great milestone and everyone appreciates the Hght you are Hghting! Thank you
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola, Just for you and everyone - here's a short video listing the 10 most dystopian Hlms that mirror what we are seeing today:

"10 DYSTOPIAN FILMS THAT MIRROR PRESENT REALITY (2022 CE) John W Whitehead" - www.bitchute.com/.../fO8HuIrPPAt0  - -

seems I only watched a few of these, this made the last few years more trying. Having hardly met a synthetic drug product that agreed

with me, experiencing about 80% of listed side effects and some not listed. For years now my concerns have been with Medical

Tyranny based on Big Pharma's consistent Lies. Thanks again for all you do!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent list! HOPEfully more minds than ever are now open and knowing what Pharma IS. Like you say "for years now", but

more like for decades and decades in truth. The exposure of this reality was ampliHed 10 fold since the great lab release scam
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rose - If you are interested in learning more about Big Pharm's Lies, I recommend the book, "The Illusion of Evidence-Based

Medicine", by Jon Jureidini & Leemon B. McHenry.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

fromseatoshiningsea - Thanks for your reference; And like the turbaned, snake-oil salesman in the Wizard of Oz, these

corporations have built a giant illusion, a $600 Billion/yr industry damaging children, sucking cash from pocketbooks of the

unsuspecting and now major govts worldwide. Some trick over the past 100 years, yes?
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kayasred
Joined On 1/15/2008 10:39:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank You Dr. Mercola for all you have done and are doing !
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cheers Dr. Mercola!!! I found your site in 2000 and since day one I follow everything you advise and say. I think you should take the

cabal's actions against you very seriously. Dr. Mark Sircus for example is one of many who are based in Mexico and Brazil. You should

consider doing the same. In today's world, it really does not matter where you are based. IMHO one of the better places is India, where

traditional Ayurvedic Medicine is more authoritative than big Pharma. English language is wide spread, and the options for best

location are limitless. One example is a Brand "Organic India".

You probably know their story, but if not, you can easily Hnd. Basically it has started a team of two people who were on a business trip

in India. One was from Israel, and the woman is related to Charles Bronfman of Montreal. Today they employ hundreds of locals to

grow and sustain organic produce and manufacture Nutritional Supplements of the highest purity and effectiveness. So, Yes, India

would be the most perfect place for your enterprise, away from the threats corrupted criminal US. And yes, God Bless YOU and your

team and everything you do!!! CHEERS!!!
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ElizabethHope
Joined On 8/12/2016 8:50:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, Dr. Mercola!!! I’ve been following you for more than a decade, and you’ve saved my life more than once. I love what you do -

your selUess work to share natural medical information for free. God bless you for all that you do & May we all support your mission!
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Congratulations! I am sure youll read and hear those words often during this week and weeks to come. But as everyone else so

subscribes and comment and may not comment; thank you. You have imparted much to me and many others as to how to keep one’s

body healthy.  Just think millions of people have beneHtted
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gardenbe
Joined On 1/23/2016 7:24:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for your courage to speak out the truths you discover, that go against the established “norms”. We, who are willing to think

& evaluate, as well as take responsibility for our actions & lives are truly grateful for your willingness to research & share what you’ve

learned. May God bless you!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/8/2022 5:33:35 AM
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Dr. Mercola, thank you so much for being YOU and for all the help you have given to those who seek! What the insane are trying to

implement is still not ended, we still have a way to go...One way or another, together we will overcome the stupidities and resulting

cruelties being perpetrated. Please do not give up what you do, you inspire and help so many...Thank you over and again. The

eugenically inclined, transhumanist have no insight whatsoever into the spiritual aspect of human nature... :)
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wct5588
Joined On 11/18/2020 6:50:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A relative late come to your work, we are the same age. Marvel at your dead lift! Learned so much from your interviews. A biologist by

training, environmental scientist for most of my career, I doubted the Covid-19 narrative from the very beginning. (Advocating staying

indoors and short circuiting the FDA process were my Hrst warning signs. Sadly, I persuaded no one in my immediate family. All got

vaccinated, except one son who sadly died from mental illness. (He inspired me to start Hoe Family Village.) Your work validated all I

had thought. Love you interviews and have incorporated much into one own diet and exercise. Implementing Sprint 8 was a bear (!),

but really suited this former high school and college sprinter. You have much courage. Thank you for your work and congratulations on

your 25th anniversary, but mainly for your courage to speak about our most precious American gift, freedom. We should never have to

fear speaking our mind.
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i_bagathaiyahoo.com
Joined On 8/8/2022 3:16:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you very much, I and my family! Your articles have helped us understand and cope with the misleading attacks on our health

during the supposed pandemic period.
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KnightNic
Joined On 8/8/2022 2:53:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've been a customer for years, have found Dr. Mercola's information at times -- many years ago to be fair -- extremely useful, and

recommended Dr. Mercola's products and site to many friends. I'm 100% for free speech, and would put myself in harm's way to

protect your and everybody's right to it. But I think what we're Hnding out through (perhaps a bad example but best I can think of right

now, so forgive me) the Alex Jones case is just because we 'choose to believe' something, doesn't make it so.

Nor is it helpful for someone with such inUuence -- as (arguably) a 'thought leader' -- to spread blurred, shaky (at best) or mistruths

just because of our political beliefs alone, as if the ends (a society free of liberals) justify the means. They do not. It's also not fair play.

There are opinions -- which on can deHne as 'a belief based on a limited amount of knowledge'. Then there are objective facts. We

assume Dr. Mercola does a ton of research before he writes an article.

We assume it's not his 'opinion' (free speech) talking, but his professional analysis as a naturopath instead. This is different. With the

enormous freedom we have at our disposal, is it not our responsibility, as educated citizens -- especially those of is with higher

proHles -- to discern the difference between personal opinions and objective facts we choose to disseminate? If we should risk the

cost of going down the Alex Jones path -- that is, mixing our preferred truth with the facts to arrive at something else, are we now

intending to mislead?

Do we have good reason to believe what we share is, in fact, objectively true? This is where vetting is so important, and why freedom

of speech is limited by intent. Also, being willing to be wrong, making a U-turn if necessary, as many (including myself) have done

post-Jan 6th, is a mark of strength. It is not 'Uip-Uopping'. This comment will likely be deleted, because it's inconvenient but, as ever, it

is the truth that sets us free.
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Draicuisge
Joined On 5/1/2021 3:48:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for keeping me informed and for your book .Theses have helped me through the past dystopian hell
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DiaTrig
Joined On 2/5/2021 2:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Congratulations! Thank you Dr Mercola for all your hard work over the last 25 yrs, and incredible self sacriHce, and tenacity over the

last several years. Your work is absolutely critical, and so very much appreciated the world over.
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Jez...
Joined On 3/6/2021 9:59:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thankyou for all your work Dr Mercola. You've been a mine of health info to so many. Thankyou
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Gha31858
Joined On 5/14/2022 5:00:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Congratulations on your 25 years. I learned so much from your articles. Keep up the good work and here’s to the next 25 years.
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RagnarGalt
Joined On 8/8/2022 2:03:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Integrity is the most important character one can have, and you have it in spades. Thank you, Dr. Mercola, for yours.
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Jennifer1952
Joined On 7/17/2021 12:54:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Sir, I would just like to send you my appreciation for all the wonderful and helpful articles and for your never ending pursuit of free

speech. Thank you.
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jlarandeau
Joined On 10/24/2006 8:49:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Happy Birthday!
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scs2316
Joined On 5/13/2019 8:36:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why are you still on Facebook, Instagram and Tiktok?
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lobos
Joined On 6/19/2006 7:59:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

TY doc! Everyone, businesses and people alike, should consider using gab pay. It's a parallel to PayPal. They won't stop u from making

purchases. help.gab.com/.../gab-pay-overview  Dr Mercola should also consider being on gab and not just Mewe.
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Eevee
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Signed up to Dr M's website and news letters in 2008, so long long before the pandemic etc.. the information from the website has

helped me over the years so much, thank you. I had a bad experience on the website like being stalked electronically, that continued

into all my online activity, I think some wrong uns, bad people, must have inHltrated the website at some point and targeted people who

visit Dr. M's website, that was at the beginning of the pandemic, so I think Dr M's website was attacked then. I updated security on my

laptop and nothing since.
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shillingfortheconk
Joined On 9/30/2021 1:48:25 AM
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I’m in Perth, Western Australia and cannot Hnd an inexpensive way to eliminate Uuoride from our water. Does anyone have any tips?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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You may want to look closely at the Berkey water Hlter product line, seems they have a Uuoride Hlter in addition to their standard

Hlter, its not exactly inexpensive.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM
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Berkey water systems are very expensive and when I went to the website and checked out their comments, there were A LOT of

bad reviews.
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